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Mopar Restoration Decals + NALRETO Certified Decals for LRE
*All decals are reproductions and may not be exact materials or images as original. MPS does not claim to identically meet any specifications; MPS tries to duplicate decals for restoration purposes only. Decals shown below may be correct for other vehicles not listed
in description. When ordering multiple decals, shipping is greatly reduced. Decal shown may not be actual size, decals may be reduced in size to fit page. If you need a decal not shown, send photo with dimensions and MPS can try to reproduce it. NALRETO Certified decals may also be correct for other Mopar vehicles.
New Decals for Other Mopar Vehicles are Added Often!
Decal application information land help listed on page 7.
To place an order, E-Mail your requests to thempshopmail@gmail,com
For decal locations on your Lil Red Express Truck; reference the Visual Identification Handbook created by John C. Roberts.

Chrysler Cer ﬁca on Labels
**When ordering a MDH, a photo of your original tag with dimensions is best. Every tag is slightly diﬀerent on the placement
of the text, so if no photo is available, the text will be centered and aligned horizontally in each box. If original tag is not legible, you
must provide informa2on you would like in each box. MPS will also try to also reproduce any Mopar MDH tag with a photo and dimensions provided.

Lil Red Express MDH NALRETO #218 - $30 + shipping. Order Number- NALRETO #218

70’ thru 85’s Dodge Truck MDH - $30 + shipping. Order Number- #1970DWMDH

60’/70’s/80’s Mopar Car MDH -$30 - $40 + shipping. Order Number- #1970CARMDH

Example: C Body (3759156) & A Body (3759158)

69’/70’/80s Mopar Car Cont’d

Example: 1969 Charger

Example: B Body (3582050)

Example: 1980

Dodge Truck Equipment Build Decals
**When ordering a Build Decal a photo of your original tag is best. Every tag is slightly diﬀerent on the placement of the text,
so if no photo is available, the text will be centered and aligned horizontally in each box. If original tag is not legible, you must provide informa2on you would like or op2ons of your truck. When these decals were produced at the Chrysler factory; many mistakes
were made, missing op2ons, op2ons listed twice, ect….. With this said, no decal was perfect or correct. With a photo with legible
data, MPS can reproduce your decal like your original.

Dodge Truck Equipment Build Decal NARLETO #243 - $35each + shipping. Order Number– NARLETO # 243

The MPS Build Data Decal is customized for your vehicle, others you may ﬁnd is a blank sheet and you need to
ﬁll in the op ons data.

Example: 1978 LiGle Red Express

Dodge Truck MSRP Window S2cker: It is unknown if LRE or other Dodge Trucks From the 70’s Came with a
Window S2cker. If They Did, This is What They May Look Like! Order Yours Today! Your Truck VIN, Order
Number and Op2ons Will be Required. *This a Reproduc on and Should Not be Used as an Authen c Document. $15 Plus Shipping

Coming Soon!
Dodge Truck Broadcast Sheets: It is unknown if LRE or other Dodge Trucks From the 70’s Came with a Broadcast Sheet. If They Did, This is What They May Look Like! Order Yours Today! Your Truck VIN, Order Number
and Op2ons Will be Required. *This a Reproduc on and Should Not be Used as an Authen c Document. $20
Plus Shipping

Decal Installa2ons Instruc2ons
***Failure to follow any of these instructions may result in damage to the decal and may cause
the decal not to adhere properly.

1.

Make sure surface is clean before applying the decal. Isopropyl (rubbing)
Alcohol is best for cleaning. The surface must be smooth and clean in order for decal to properly adhere.
If installing on plastic surfaces, use Denatured Alcohol to clean plastic surfaces.
Always test small inconspicuous area when cleaning first! MPS cannot be responsible for damages surfaces. You may want to research
cleaning techniques and procedures for all materials.

2.

3.

4.

Peel ½ or portion of the decal from backing and hold the decal in the area
with the remaining backing material. Position the decal and apply the adhesive side to the surface. Once decal is located in correct position, remove
the remaining backing material and apply the 2nd half of the decal.

Starting from the center, use a smooth edge (such as a squeegee, credit
card or your fingers may be sufficient depending on size of decal) to remove air from between the decal and the surface.

To clean decals, use soap and water only. Do not use solvents or acid
base cleaners, using these types of cleaners will damage the decals.

